
M/Y PRIME 28, 00m.
POSILLIPO- RIZZARDI SHIPYARD



PRIME AFT DECK VIEW 



RIVIERAPRIME SUNDECK DINING TABLE 



RIVIERAPRIME        COCKPIT



RIVIERAPRIME SALON



RIVIERAPRIME     SALON SEATING AREA 



RIVIERAPRIME  FORMAL DINING ZONE 



RIVIERAPRIME MASTER CABIN



RIVIERAPRIME MASTER CABIN BATHROOM



RIVIERAPRIME     VIP CABIN 



RIVIERAPRIME TWIN CABIN 



RIVIERAPRIME PROFILE VIEW



RIVIERAPRIME JET SKI



SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 28.00 mt (91’10)
Beam: 6.30m (20' 8")
Draft: 2.00 mt (6’ 7")
Crew:  4
Built:  2000
Builder:  POSILLIPO
Flag:  BELGIUM
Hull Construction:  GRP
Hull Configuration: SEMI DISPLACEMENT 

Air conditioning, Wi-Fi connection

EQUIPMENT
Engines: 2 Hybrid MTU 1800hp
Cruising Speed: 8,5 Knots
Fuel Consumption: 60 Litres/Hr

ACCOMMODATION
Number Of Cabins: 4
Cabin Configuration: 2 Double, 2 Twin convertible into Double, 
both with pullman beds) 
Number Of Guests: 10

WATER SPORTS
New Tender Lift 100 hp (2023) 
1 Seabob F 5
1 Mini Seabob Jobe
Snorkeling Equipment
2 Sup
1 Water-ski- Floating Platform 
1 Wake-board
6 Fishing gear

The beautiful M/Y Rizzardi Technema 80 Prime is one 

of the first environmentally friendly yacht available on 

the charter market.

Equipped with solar panels, hybrid engines and 

generators, she offers extremely low fuel 

consumption, ensuring guests a great stability and a 

pleasant navigation.

She features a refined classic style that runs 

throughout her ample open decks where lounging in 

the sun or dining under the stars.

Her interiors are furnished with light and natural tones 

enhanced with a typical nautical style.

The wide salon, lined in fine wood and striped 

white/blue fabrics, holds a convertible sofa, a relaxing 

lounge area and a formal dining area.

The lower deck is dedicated to night accommodation 

with 4 nice cabins for up to 10 guests: a master 

stateroom, a vip suite and two twins, both with 

additional pullman beds. 
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PRIME      CREW PROFILE

Captain: Davide Palusci, Italian, 50 y.o. Chef: Andrea Contini, Italian, 49 y.o.  
Captain Davide has been in the Nautical 
Industry since 2002. He works with great 
enthusiasm to ensure nothing is overlooked to 
create the perfect environment for clients 
aboard.
Thanks to his professional attitude, Davide has 
always earned recognition during his brilliant 
career. After the scientific degree, he 
graduated in Economics and Business and later 
he specialized in Luxury Marketing and 
Communication.
After his studies, Davide choose to follow his 
passion for the sea working in the maritime 
field and started working as skipper aboard 
luxury yachts, taking advantage of his 
communicative skills and his proven 
knowledge of luxury market.
After having achieved a good experience, he 
decided to take all the necessary qualifications 
to start his career as a Captain aboard private 
and charter yachts through the Mediterranean 
and Caribbean seas.
Boasting good relational skills combined with a 
dynamic and problem solver approach, Davide 
successfully manages all kinds of clients.
Italian mother tongue, he speaks a good level 
of English and French and a basic level of 
Russian. 

Andrea is a talented, hardworking 
and trained Chef who has always 
fulfilled his passion for cooking and 
travelling. 
Before joining the yachting industry, 
he worked in several restaurants in 
Rome as Executive Chef, gaining a 
remarkable experience.
Andrea holds a deep knowledge of 
food and  understands the 
importance of the balance between 
the ingredients to offer the best 
dining experience.
Italian mothertongue, he fluently 
speaks English.
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Stewardess (TBC) Deckhand: Maria Cristina Baudo, Italian, 25 y.o.

Maria Cristina is  an highly organised, 
friendly crew member, used to work in 
team.
Maria Cristina got the high school 
degree in Economic/Informatics in 
Rome.
Later  she started working in the 
hospitality field where she strengthened 
her team spirit, flexibility and the ability 
to keep calm in stressful situations. 
Her keen eye for detail and love of travel 
makes her an invaluable member of 
Prime’s crew.
Italian mother tongue, she  speaks an 
intermediate level of English and 
Spanish.
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